TRICHY SRM MEDICAL COLLEGE HOSPITAL & RESEARCH CENTRE
IRUNGALUR, TRICHY – 621 105
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The Institution has a e-Library with Membership/Registration for the following:
1. e-journals/e-books consortia

-

2. E-shodhSindhu

-

YES

3. Shodhganga

-

YES
YES

4. Swayam

-

YES

5. Discipline-specific Databases

-

YES-DELNET DATABASE

YES

OTHERS

6. NATIONAL DIGITAL LIBRARY OF INDIA

YES

Details of Memberships/Subscriptions with validity period:
1.T.N. Dr. MGR Medical University E-Consortium- 750 online Journals in various
medical disciplines -validity period is from 04.10.2019 to 03.10.2020 –Subscription
Rs.2,36,000-/- (Two Lakhs and Thirty six thousands Rupees Only )http://ermed.tnmgrmu.ac.in/tnmgr/SingleSignOn/login.aspx

2.DELNET validity period is from 14.12.2019 TO 13.12.2020 – Subscription Rs.13,570-/( Thirteen thousands Five hundreds & Seventy Rupees only) -www.delnet.nic.in
E-JOURNALS/E-BOOKS CONSORTIA:
http://ermed.tnmgrmu.ac.in/tnmgr/SingleSignOn/login.aspx
We have a membership of T.N. Dr. MGR Medical University E-Consortium.Our
students can access the e-resources through e-Consortium of the University anywhere
24x7x365 days, by using their Username and Password, through the software
"EZPROXY".

It consists of Full-texts and Bibliographic Databases, also known as e-journals.
Electronic serials are scholarly journals & intellectual magazines, that can be accessed,
via electronic transmission.
The major goal of the Library CONSORTIA is to provide interactive information
services to the faculties and students. Accessing information, resources and services,
through one unified portal, would help the affiliated INSTITUTION’s LIBRARY. This is
to eliminate the overlap, duplication of resources and efforts, which would facilitate,
optimum methods, for effectively and efficiently using the allocated resources.
The e-Consortium provides access to more number of electronic resources at a
substantially lower cost, thus sharing the e-resources, enabling

improved quality of

services, by enhancing their collection and increasing access to their faculties and
students.
E-SHODH SINDHU - (https:/ /www.inflibnet.ac.in/ess):
We are a Registered MEMBER of E-SHODH SINDHU from MHRD, free of
cost-UGC-INFONET

Digital

Library

Consortium,

NLIST

and

INDEST-AICTE

Consortium is also free of cost. The e-ShodhSindhu is to provide current as well as
archival access to more than 15,000 crore and peer-reviewed journals and a number of
bibliographic, citation and factual databases in different disciplines, from a large
number of publishers and aggregators, to its member INSTITUTIONS, including
centrally-funded technical INSTITUTIONS. Develop a formidable collection of
e-journals, e-journal archives and e-books on perpetual access basis. Access to
subscription-based scholarly information (e-books and e-journals) to all educational
INSTITUTIONS.

SHODHGANGA : https://shodhganga.inflibnet.ac.in/
We are a Registered MEMBER of Shodhganga from UGC, free of cost. Thesis
and Dissertations are known to be rich and unique source of information, often the only
source of research work that does not find its way into various publication channels.

They remain an un-tapped and under-utilized asset, leading to unnecessary
duplication and repetition that causes wastage of huge resources, both human and
financial.
It provides a platform for research students to deposit their Ph.D. thesis and
make it available to the entire scholarly community, in open access.
The UGC Notification (Minimum Standards & Procedure for Award of M.Phil. /
Ph.D Degree, Regulation, 2009) dated 1st June 2009 mandates submission of electronic
version of thesis and dissertations by the researchers in Universities, with an aim to
facilitate open access to Indian thesis and dissertations to the academic community
world-wide. Online availability of electronic thesis through centrally-maintained digital
repositories, not only ensure easy access and archiving of Indian doctoral thesis, but
will also help in raising the standard and quality of research.
SWAYAM- https://swayam.gov.in/ platform is developed by Ministry of Human
Resource Development (MHRD) and NPTEL, IIT Madras with the help of Google Inc.
and Persistent Systems Ltd. It would be ultimately be capable of hosting 2000 courses
and 80000 hours of learning, covering schools, under-graduate, post-graduate,
engineering, law and other professional courses.
We are a Registered MEMBER of SWAYAM database and also a MEMBER of a
(Study Webs of Active–Learning for Young Aspiring Minds) - a program initiated by
Government of India and designed to achieve the three cardinal principles of Education
Policy viz., access, equity and quality. The objective of this effort is to take the best
teaching learning resources to all, including the most disadvantaged. SWAYAM seeks
to bridge the digital divide for students, who have hitherto remained untouched by the
digital revolution and have not been able to join the mainstream of the knowledge
economy. This is done through an indigenous developed IT platform, that facilitates
hosting of all the courses taught in classrooms, to be accessed by anyone, anywhere, at
any time. All the courses are interactive, prepared by the best teachers in the country
and are available, free of cost to the residents in India.

Discipline-specific Databases - DELNET DATABASE: www.delnet.nic.in
We have subscribed to DELNET library database from 2018 onwards. DELNET
connects more than 6700 Libraries in 33 states and Union territories in India and other
countries. It is a major operational resource sharing Library network in SOUTH INDIA.
It provides access to more than 3 crore records of Books, E-journals, E-books etc.
It offers free library automation software to MEMBER Libraries. It provides
Inter Library loan and Document Deliver Services to member INSTITUTIONS.
This database helps the library digitalization
a. To improve communication for Inter - library services
b. To adopt safety measures in their library services.
c. To get to know RFID, CCTV Biometric techniques in the routine library activities
d. To familiarize on security in digital library system
e. A new discovery portal for its library online services.
NATIONAL DIGITAL LIBRARY OF INDIA- NDL ( https://ndl.iitkgp.ac.in/)
We are a Registered MEMBER of NATIONAL DIGITAL LIBRARY OF INDIA (NDL). It
is sponsored by MHRD and coordinated by IIT Kharagpur. Under its National Mission
on Education , through Information and Communication Technology, has initiated the
National Digital Library of India (NDL India) pilot project to develop a framework of
virtual repository of learning resources with a single-window search facility. Filtered
and federated searching is employed to facilitate focused searching, so that learners can
find out the right resource with least effort and in minimum time.
NDL India is designed to hold content of any language and provides interface
support for leading vernacular languages. It is being arranged to provide support for
all academic levels including researchers, life-long learners and differently- abled
learners in all disciplines, all popular form of access devices. It helps students to
prepare for entrance and competitive examinations, to enable people to learn and
prepare from best practices, from all over the world and to facilitate researchers to
perform inter-linked exploration from multiple sources.

Features of NDL.
NDL gives free access to NDL 3,82,00,000 books & periodicals.
It can be red on Smart phone, Computer or Tablet.
A single window search facility to ever-growing digital content repository.
Different ways to browse content repository, content type, source, subject and learning
resource type.
Filtering result of search and browse with facet based refinement options.
Contents relevant for different levels of users.
Contents available for different subject domains: Medicine, Technology, Arts,
Humanities, Social Sciences, Natural Science etc.

